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Ikigai Majime

Ikigai Majime is a PC created by Ametheliana for use by Wes as a GM NPC.

Ikigai Majime

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 Female
Year of Birth: YE 33
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Captain

Rank: Taisa
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Red Neko ears that, oddly, pop up at the top of her head match the top of her hair which is deep crimson.
At about her hips her hair turns a lighter pink color and falls to her knees. She has icy blue eyes and
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creamy skin with peach lips and thick eyelashes. She stands at five foot six and has a slender build, slim
hips, and almost indiscernible breasts that are only noticeable when she wears a padded bra. She walks
with a sharp, quick gate though she sometimes slumps her shoulders. She wears two barrettes to her left
side of her face that match her blue eyes, one of which —the top one— is smaller than the other. She
smiles often except when engrossed in work. She speaks with a sharp, clear voice unless with friends
drinking, at which point her voice gets a little faster or slower to extremes and harder to discern, though
this doesn't make her any less fun to be around, just all the better.

Personality

Ikigai means a reason for being while Majime means an ernest, reliable person that can get work done
without drama and Ikigai Majime often stands up to her names. She is all business when on duty and
finds her reason for being when off work, which often includes getting drinks with friends and coworkers
and laughing, loving, and living with them. Despite this outgoing side to her personality, she can also
spend time alone, engrossed in texts, bonsai keeping, embroidery, painting, and singing. She is a well-
rounded person in many ways. She sometimes disregards lower ranking officers unwittingly, though this
usually works to the situation's advantage.

Her adherence to regulations is noticeable, as is a sweet jasmine scent wafting slightly from her neck,
wrists, and from either sides of her chest. Her leadership ability for starts and stops within a professional
boundary, only. She can take her time thinking over hard decisions off the field, but when in it, she is
sharp-minded, quick, and sometimes even witty.

Don't expect her to lead a song around a bonfire without messing up the words and ryhthm for everyone
and don't expect her to lead a morale-boosting, off-duty scavenger hunt, either. Within the realms of a
starship or fort, base, or installation, though, you can count on her to a high degree.

History

Ikigai Majime was born in YE 33 on the planet of Nataria. She was a starship operator after specialty
training and after one YE, went to officer's training and entered the field of white panels. She served
aboard the YSS Mayame in the Second Expeditionary Fleet as a clerk to begin with and slowly built her
reputation up until she was asked to become XO of the YSS Courageous. She did so and for several years
served aboard it until she was reassigned to the YSS Eucharis as her Star Army First Officer.

In 9月 YE 42, she was promoted to Shosa and given command of the YSS Resurgence.

In 1月 YE 43, Majime fought in the Battle Of Glimmergold as captain of a Kyoto-class Carrier that she
nicknamed the YSS Presurgence1).

On 20日 1月 YE 43 Majime visited the Empress' Palace where she got to meet the Empress of Yamatai,
Empress Himiko I 2).

In YE 45.3, Majime was promoted to Taisa.
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Skills Learned

Ikigai Majime has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Painting
Singing
Bonsai Keeping
Massage

Social Connections

Majime is connected to:

Former crew mates.

Inventory & Finance

Ikigai Majime has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Ikigai Majime currently has 3000 KS.

Single Instruction Book (“Irons, Dryers, and Tears, Oh My” - Learn Basic Domestics Concepts!) (YE
44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 71-32, IC: 2329-13433-95)
Charged Particle Launcher (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 45-40, IC: 1812-16817-80)
Ferryman Shuttle - A Basic STL Shuttle (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 75-59, IC: 4407-24837-125)

Mini Art Gallery
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OOC Information

In the case Wes becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Art (bust and casual wear) by helloimtea on DeviantArt (adoptable purchased by Wes.

Character Data
Character Name Ikigai Majime
Character Owner Wes
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location Kyoto
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taisa
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Captain
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 33
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 3
Orders Orders

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/open-rp-seizing-the-opportunity-kuvexian-war-final-battle-ba
ttle-of-glimmergold.66659/
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/resurgence-of-yamatai-mission-1-homeworld.66927/
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